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I. INTRODUCTION
Sliding-mode control is a well-known control technique enabling the robust handling of large classes of unknown disturbances acting on a plant. A common task in sliding mode control is to steer a function of the system state x-the (scalar) sliding variable σ(x)-to zero in finite time and keep it there. Writing u for the control input, σ (l ) for the lth time derivative of σ and m for the relative degree of σ with respect to u, the problem is that of finding a control law of the form u = u(σ, . . . , σ (m −1) ) to steer the trajectories of the system governed by the differential equation σ (m ) = u to zero. Several solutions to this problem have been proposed: among them are, most notably, the twisting and the suboptimal algorithm, which handle the case m = 2 with a discontinuous control signal [1] , [5] , [13] , and the super-twisting algorithm, which gives a continuous control signal for m = 1 [13] . More recently, algorithms for higher relative degrees have been studied [7] , [14] , [15] , with current research focusing on control laws yielding a continuous control signal [8] , [10] , [12] , [19] , [26] . In [2] , one such continuous sliding mode algorithm is proposed in the form of an extension of the super-twisting algorithm for m ≥ 1. Like the super-twisting algorithm (and variants thereof), it is designed to result in a homogeneous closed-loop system with negative homogeneity degree, yielding finite time convergence.
Unlike other algorithms, this system has multiple equilibria. This fact makes the stability proof more involved, because finite-time attractivity and stability of the equilibria has to be shown rather than finite-time stability of the origin. Usually, stability of an equilibrium is proven using a positive definite, radially unbounded Lyapunov function whose time-derivative along the solutions of the system is a negative definite. Here, however, the time derivative of any possible Lyapunov function is zero on the set of equilibria. It can thus at best be negative semidefinite, which usually requires applying some kind of invariance principle, see, e.g., [21] .
In the present paper, this problem is solved by constructing a positive semidefinite rather than a positive definite Lyapunov function. Unlike similar approaches in [9] , the presented approach does not require any prior knowledge or assumptions regarding the stability of the equilibria.
Regarding the construction of Lyapunov functions in general, several techniques have been proposed in literature for the super-twisting algorithm or variants thereof [18] , [20] , as well as for other classes of homogeneous sliding mode algorithms [24] . For polynomial systems, the sum-of-squares technique offers a systematic way to construct polynomial Lyapunov functions [23] . In [22] , a way is shown to apply this technique to nonpolynomial systems that can be transformed to polynomial systems (possibly by introducing polynomial state constraints in the process). Here, this sum-of-squares approach is used to construct the Lyapunov function.
The extended super-twisting algorithm, when applied to a first-order sliding variable σ whose dynamics are given by
with a Lipschitz continuous, time-varying perturbation Δ(t), consists of applying the control law
Therein λ 1 , λ 2 , and α are constant controller parameters, and y q is an abbreviation for
Introducing state variables
, and
0 dτ + Δ, the closed-loop system consisting of (1) and (2) can be written as the homogeneous differential inclusion 
with
Solutions of this differential inclusion (4) are understood as locally absolutely continuous functions of time t satisfying the inclusion for almost all t. The right-hand side of (4) is nonempty, convex, compact, and upper semicontinuous. Therefore, solutions exist and are extendable in time [6] . An equilibrium is a point in state space at which a constant solution exists. 1 One can see that the system has multiple equilibria, in any of which σ = x 2 = 0 holds; they are given by all x := x 1 x 2 x 3 T in the set
As of yet, no Lyapunov functions for this system (nor for applications of the algorithm for m > 1) are known to the authors. 2 In this paper, a positive semidefinite Lyapunov function constructed by means of the sum-of-squares technique is used to prove for a given parameter setting that 1) all trajectories of (4) are bounded and converge in finite time to the set of equilibria S, 2) all trajectories of (4) starting in S are constant, and 3) every x ∈ S is a Lyapunov stable equilibrium of (4).
Furthermore, the constructed Lyapunov function will allow us to estimate the finite convergence time.
The present paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the proof technique and the choice of the Lyapunov function candidate. In Section III, the unperturbed system is considered. Computational issues arising in the process of numerically solving the sum-of-squares problem are first discussed; then a formal proof of the claimed properties is given in Section III-B. Section IV extends the results to the perturbed case. In Section V, numerical results valid for a set of parameters of the perturbed system are given. In Section VI, one possible way to extend this approach to the case m > 1 is presented in the form of an outlook. Section VII summarizes and concludes the paper.
II. LYAPUNOV CANDIDATE AND PROOF TECHNIQUE
Due to the presence of multiple equilibria, a positive definite Lyapunov function V could at best have a negative semidefinite time derivativeV . Using such a function, a statement on the attractivity of S, the type of convergence, and the convergence time could thus not easily be made. Therefore, a positive semidefinite Lyapunov function V with a negative semidefiniteV is constructed, both being zero if and only if x ∈ S. This function permits to prove finite-time attractivity of S and estimate the convergence time. To show boundedness of trajectories, the semidefinite Lyapunov function is then modified slightly to yield a positive definite, radially unbounded Lyapunov function; and to show stability of equilibria other than the origin, the semidefinite Lyapunov function along with a convergence time estimate turns out to be useful.
A. Lyapunov Candidate
Consider a candidate Lyapunov function V (z(x)) that is a multivariate polynomial with respect to the variables
With this choice of variables, the set of equilibria S is described by z 2 = z 3 = 0. To ensure that V is zero in this set, it is thus sufficient to use only monomials in its construction that are divisible by either z 2 or z 3 . In order to apply the sum-of-squares technique, also the derivativė
needs to be expressed in terms of a polynomial in z. To see that this is possible, apply the chain-rule to obtain that at each time instant with
holds with some
For any y ∈ R and integer k
holds. Hence, with the abbreviation ϕ := δ x 2 0 , (9) can be rewritten as
occurring as a parameter. 4 Note that the functions z and hence in general V are nondifferentiable with respect to x on the manifold M := {x | x 1 x 2 = 0}. This is problematic, becauseV ≤ 0 in this case does not imply that V is nonincreasing. The following lemmas, which form the basis for the stability proof in Section III-B, solve this problem.
B. Proof Technique
Lemma 1: Consider system (4) and let S be the set of its equilibria as given in (6) . Let I be a compact interval and let x(t) be a trajectory of the system with x(t) / ∈ S for all t ∈ I. Then the function z(x(t)) given in (7) is absolutely continuous on I.
Proof: Given in the appendix. As a consequence, the Lyapunov function V , being a polynomial in z, is guaranteed to be absolutely continuous on intervals satisfying the lemma's condition as well. Hence it is-loosely speaking-sufficient to considerV only where it is defined. The following lemma and its corollary formalize this. Note that in contrast to similar results given in [3] , the lemma does not require V to be a positive definite.
Lemma 2:
Consider system (4) and assume S be the set of its equilibria as given in (6) . Suppose there exists a function V (x), polynomial in z(x), with V (x) ≥ 0 for all x, V (x) = 0 if and only if x ∈ S, and its time-derivativeV along the trajectories of system (4) satisfying, whereV is defined,V ≤ −γV ρ (12) with γ > 0 and ρ ∈ [0, 1). Then, V is nonincreasing with respect to time, and for every trajectory x(t) there exists a unique time instant T bounded by
such that x(t) / ∈ S for t < T and x(t) = x(T ) ∈ S for t ≥ T . Proof: Given in the appendix. Corollary 1: Suppose that the conditions of Lemma 2 are satisfied. Then any function U (x), polynomial in z(x), whose time-derivativeU along the trajectories of system (4) satisfiesU ≤ 0 whereU is defined, is nonincreasing with respect to time.
Proof: Given in the appendix.
III. UNPERTURBED CASE
As a first step, the unperturbed system, i.e., (4) for L = 0, is considered. Due to the aforementioned reasoning it is-loosely speakingsufficient to search for Lyapunov functions for the vector field f 0 , i.e., f ϕ from (11) with the parameter ϕ = 0. To this end, consider a polynomial V (z) of even degree l = 2r as a Lyapunov candidate; due to the homogeneity of f 0 , it suffices to consider a homogeneous polynomial.
To ensure the required positive semidefiniteness of V , the sum-ofsquares technique is applied. This is done by ensuring that V satisfies the equality constraint
with a suitable vector of homogeneous degree r monomials m 1 , and a matrix P constrained to the cone of positive semidefinite matrices, i.e., P 0.
WritingV for the time derivative of V along the trajectories of system (4), one can formally introduce the polynomial
which is nothing else but the Lie derivative of V with respect to the vector field f 0 . If this polynomial fulfills
with another suitable monomial vector m 2 and
thenV is negative semidefinite in the sense thatV ≤ 0 holds wherever it is defined. Semidefiniteness constraints (15) and (18) along with equality constraints (14) and (17) represent a semidefinite program, whose solution can, in theory, be obtained using state-of-the-art software packages.
A. Computational Issues
In practice, the solution of the semidefinite program has to be computed numerically. Due to finite precision arithmetics, solutions obtained this way in general do not satisfy the equality constraints exactly, but only up to nonzero residuals. In the problem at hand, instead of (14) and (17), following equations
will hold with residual polynomials μ and ν. Consequently, the nonnegativity of V and the nonpositivity of its time derivative cannot be ascertained, making the approach in this form unsuitable for a rigorous proof. This is an issue of the sum-of-squares technique in general. It is also investigated in [17] , where the following is proven.
Theorem 1 ([17] ): A polynomial g with inexact sum-of-squares decomposition
with monomial vector m and R ∈ R q ×q also admits an exact decomposition g(z) = m(z) TR m(z) withR 0 and is hence non-negative, if the error polynomial κ can be written as a quadratic form
for some matrix K and the smallest eigenvalue of R is greater than q · κ ∞ , i.e.,
Therein, κ ∞ denotes the maximum absolute coefficient of the polynomial κ (i.e., the infinity norm of a vector containing its coefficients), and I is the identity matrix. This means that the sum-of-squares technique can be used to prove sign definiteness of V and W , if the smallest eigenvalues of the matrices P and Q in (19) are sufficiently large compared to the coefficients of residual polynomials μ and ν. To apply the theorem, two preconditions need to be fulfilled:
First, the monomial vectors m 1 and m 2 as well as the monomials used in V need to be chosen diligently, to permit the matrices P and Q to take positive definite values. As stated previously, all monomials in V are required to be divisible by either z 2 or z 3 . Therefore, V (z) = W (z) = 0 for z ∈ S and the matrices P and Q have to be singular, unless the monomials in the vectors m 1 and m 2 also have this property. 5 And second, the residual polynomial ν must be representable as a quadratic form of the monomial vector m 2 . Writing this out and taking into account the divisibility property of the monomials in m 2 , one obtains
with polynomials γ j and η j . One can see that this requires all monomials in ν to be divisible by either z 2 2 , z 2 3 or z 2 z 3 . As W is given by (19b), this means that also W must only contain such monomials.
These conditions yield equality constraints on coefficients of V that, despite the application of Theorem 1, still need to be satisfied exactly. Compared to the original equality constraints this can be done rather easily, however. Writing W as
with f 0 ,i denoting the components of f 0 , one can see by looking at (11) that this is the case if with c i being free coefficients. In accordance with the previous considerations, all monomials are divisible by z 2 or z 3 and the monomials z 
One may check that each monomial in V is representable as a product of two monomials from m 1 . For W , however, this is not yet the case: one can find that, despite the above efforts a single monomial, z 
all numerical issues can be dealt with by applying Theorem 1.
B. Formal Proof
The system properties claimed in Section I are now formally proven: Theorem 2: Consider system (4) with L = 0 and given system parameters λ 1 , λ 2 , and α. Suppose that there exist coefficients c i of the polynomial (25) such that the (inexact) sum-of-squares decomposition (19) , with the polynomial W defined in (16) and monomial vectors m 1 and m 2 being given by (26), fulfills
Then all trajectories of the system are bounded and reach the set of equilibria S given by (6) in finite time. Furthermore, each equilibrium is Lyapunov stable.
Remark 1:
The conditions of this theorem constitute a semidefinite program; for given system parameters, a computer program such as SEDUMI may thus be used to check if they are satisfied.
Proof: By assumption and by the choice of monomials, the conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled for both V and W . Hence, positive definite matricesP andQ exist such that the exact sum-of-squares decompositions
hold. Consequently, V ≥ 0 and, where it is defined,
To prove finite time attractivity of S, it will be shown that an inequality of the form (12) holds with γ > 0 and q = 5 6 . To that end, consider the expressions W (z) + η 1 z 
and by writing e i for the ith standard basis vector of suitable dimensions one obtains
V − η 
By choosing η 1 and η 2 small enough, both matrices R 1 and R 2 may be assured to be positive definite, yielding with (16) the inequalities
The latter yields η 2 |z 2 | ≤ V , and by substituting into the former one obtainsV
From Lemma 2, one thus obtains that, for any trajectory, there exists a time T bounded by
such that for t ≥ T the relation x(t) ∈ S holds. To show boundedness of the trajectories, the positive semidefinite Lyapunov function V is modified slightly to obtain the positive definite and radially unbounded candidate Lyapunov function U = V + εz 6 1 with a constant, positive parameter ε. Its time-derivative, where it is defined, is given bẏ 
For sufficiently small ε, the matrix R is positive definite andU ≤ 0. Corollary 1 then guarantees that U is nonincreasing, which proves that the radially unbounded function U and hence also all trajectories are bounded with respect to time. Finally, any equilibrium v ∈ S is fixed; Lyapunov stability of v is now shown directly. Let any neighborhood N of v be given; it will be shown that another neighborhood G ⊆ N exists such that all trajectories starting in G stay in N . To construct G, parametrize a family of neighborhoods of v by
with ε > 0. Due to the obvious bound |ẋ 3 | ≤ α for the time-derivative of x 3 and the finite reaching time T from (34), any trajectory x(t) starting in this set satisfies
for all t. Since V is nonincreasing, trajectories starting in G(ε) are for all t contained in the set G([1 + 6αη
. By choosing ε small enough, this set is contained in the given neighborhood N , concluding the proof.
IV. PERTURBED CASE
Now consider the perturbed case, i.e., system (4) with a perturbation bound L > 0. The sum-of-squares approach allows us to ensure that finite-time attractivity of S and Lyapunov stability of each equilibrium also hold in this case. To this end, the constraint (17) of the semidefinite program is replaced by
with M ≥ L, which ensures the nonpositivity ofV for both ϕ = −M and ϕ = M . From a standard convexity argument, it follows thatV is nonpositive also for all other permitted values of ϕ:
One thus obtains the following.
Theorem 3: Consider system (4) with given parameters λ 1 , λ 2 , α, and perturbation bound L ≥ 0. Suppose that for some M ≥ L, there exist coefficients c i of the polynomial (25) such that the inexact decomposition (19a) and (possibly inexact versions of) decompositions (38) hold, each satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1. Then all trajectories of the system are bounded and reach the set of equilibria S in finite time. Furthermore, each equilibrium is Lyapunov stable.
Remark 2: Checking this theorem's conditions amounts to the solution of a semidefinite program, as does finding a supremum for M such that the conditions are satisfied. In Section V-B, this is demonstrated in the course of an example.
Proof: The proof is the same as that of Theorem 2, with small changes: Relation (29b) is replaced by (38); by using the previously mentioned convexity argument, one thus shows that the positive semidefinite Lyapunov function V and the positive definite Lyapunov function U satisfy the differential inequalitiesV ≤ −γV 5 6 with γ > 0 andU ≤ 0, respectively. Finite-time convergence, with a convergence time estimate of the same structure as (34), and boundedness of the trajectories readily follow. To show Lyapunov stability, α is replaced by α + L in the last part of the proof of Theorem 2.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section shows some numerical results that are obtained with the presented technique.
A. Unperturbed Case
The sum-of-squares problem for the unperturbed case is given by constraints (14) , (15), (17) , and (18), with V given in (25) . Using the MATLAB toolboxes YALMIP [16] , which also was helpful in choosing the monomial vectors m 1 and m 2 , and SEDUMI [25] , this problem is solved numerically. 6 To ensure positivity of V for z / ∈ S, which is necessary for the positive definiteness of P and Q, the constraints c 16 ≥ 1 and c 17 ≥ 1 are added. As an example, the parameter values 
the minimum eigenvalues of matrices P and Q exceed 0.4 and 0.09, respectively; and the coefficient bounds of the corresponding residual polynomials are
The conditions of Theorem 2 can easily be checked to be satisfied, which certifies that the unperturbed system with the considered parameters has the properties claimed in that theorem. For demonstration purposes, results from a numerical simulation of system (4) are shown. Fig. 1 depicts the time evolution of state variables with initial condition x(0) = 0 3 0 T and without perturbation, i.e., L = 0. In Fig. 2 , the corresponding value of the semidefinite Lyapunov function V from (25) with coefficients (41) is shown. One can see that it is non-negative and strictly decreases to zero; also, it can be seen to be nondifferentiable when either x 1 or x 2 are zero. To obtain the corresponding convergence time estimate, one may numerically verify that R 1 , R 2 0 holds in the proof of Theorem 2 for η 1 = 0.2 and η 2 = 3. Relation (34) thus yields T ≤ 52.9.
B. Perturbation Bound
The maximum perturbation bound, i.e., the robustness of the system guaranteed by the obtained Lyapunov function may be computed by solving the semidefinite program
A numerical computation with the previously considered coefficients (40) and (41) yields M * ≈ 0.2699, and one may verify that for,
the sum-of-squares decompositions fulfill the conditions of Theorem 1 and thus the stability and attractivity guarantees of Theorem 3 hold.
C. Scaling of Gains
As is a common practice with similar sliding-mode algorithms [14] , it is possible to scale the controller parameters if the disturbance bound is larger than M obtained previously in (44), i.e., if L > M. By means of the state transform v = LM −1 x, it can be seen that all statements stay valid for an arbitrary positive disturbance bound L, provided that the controller parameters are modified according tõ
VI. GENERALIZATIONS TO HIGHER RELATIVE DEGREES
As stated initially, the extended super-twisting algorithm in [2] is presented for arbitrary relative degree m. The approach presented in the paper may be generalized to higher orders of the algorithm, albeit with some modifications. The present section outlines this generalization for the unperturbed case.
The control law applied to an unperturbed chain of integrators with relative degree m, i.e.,
Choosing the state variables
for i = 2, . . . , m + 1, and x m + 2 := t 0 σ(τ ) dτ (note that the order of state variables is reversed compared to the previous sections 7 ), the closed-loop system can be written as 
In the following, m > 1 and α > 0 is assumed. To apply the sumof-squares technique, a function V that is a polynomial in is considered, where 
The polynomial degree of f is given by (54) Table I shows both polynomial degree p and system order n of the vector field f for some values of the relative degree m. The sum-of-squares technique may be applied to search for Lyapunov functions for the polynomial vector field f . In doing so, it can be taken into account that the definition of state variables w i in (50b) is equivalent to the polynomial constraints w i ≥ 0, w . This way, a Lyapunov function for the original system (47) may (conceivably) be obtained.
